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1. Why do Kawasaki SMEs matter?
′nlis article examines the potential of small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
Kawasaki Cityto developtheir business and
play the role of actors in the Kawasaki innova-
也on cluster. Generally, SMEs have been called
a supporting industry in the sense that they
provide the required components to the large-
scale manufacturing plants. However, SMEs
need to address two challenges ; one is how
they can become a 'new'supporting industry
for the 'new' industrial cluster composed of
high-tech innovative firms and research institu-
tions, and the other is how they can evolve
their business under仇e decline of the `old'in-
dustrial district. Both are particularly urgent
1) This article was presented for the International Work-
shop on "Industrial cluster in Asia", 29 Novemberll
December, at me lnsti山te of East Asian Shdies, ENS
II,SH inthe Universityof Lyon. 0rignal paper was
published as Miyamoito(2006), but it was not able to
use仙e丘nancial data on me respondent丘ms. This
article is devised by using such data.
agendas for Kawasaki SMEs. Than, we start by
outlining仇e cu汀ent role of SMEs in Kawasaki.
Kawasaki is atypical industrialcity in Japan.
It is located between Tbkyo and Ybkohama, has
a population of 1.3 million and covers some 144
kn2. In this small area, large steeland petrol
chemical plants in the Tokyo Bayarea, large
electronics and machineⅣ plants in血e inland
area, and a large number of small and medium-
sized enterprise (SMEs) around them have
shaped the Kawasaki industrial district. In fact,
the value of gross product in manufacturing in
Kawasaki Citywas around 4229 billion yen in
2005, mearly the same as Ybkohama, 4416 bil-
lion yen,and close to that of Tokyo, 4928 bil-
lion yen, while the landarea of Kawasaki is far
less than both Yokohama, 222 km2, and Tokyo,
621kn2. Kawasaki is the heartland of Japanese
in du stry.
However, this means that Kawasaki suffered
serious hardship from the decline of Japan's
manufacturing industries. In fact, almost all the
electronics plants of large Japanese companies
such as Toshiba, Fujitsuand NEC have moved
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to other domestic regions or overseas， particu-
lar1 y China. As a result， compared with the 
1991 level (= 100)， the nominal value of gross 
product and the number of employees in manu-
facturing in Ka wasaki City have decreased re-
spectively to 58.6 percent and 73.6 percent level 
in 2002， whi1 e出eyincreased to 128.5 percent 
and 116.2 percent level in non-manufacturing. 
As shown in Figure1. 1， the decline of manufac-
turing occurred much faster出anthe national 
trend， particularly since the late of 1990s， 
whereas the growth of non-manufacturing re-
flects the national trend. Th erefore， as a whole， 
Ka wasaki is likely to be stagnant for a long 
time unless the non-manufacturing sector， par・
ticularly information and services， grows much 
faster than the national trend， or the manufac-
turing sectors recover to grow at least at the 
national trend. 
Ka wasaki City has attempted to rebuild itself 
as a new industrial city by shaping its innova-
tive cluster. Ka wasaki has been the pioneering 
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city for the promotion of municipal industrial 
policy since the 1980s， for instance， itbuilt the 
first science park in J apan at the end of the 
1980s， and now has three business incubators 
and one comprehensive public laboratory.τbe 
first business incubator， Ka nagawa Science 
Park， has generated more than 210 firms and 
succeeded to create four initial public 0旺erings
(IPOs). In addition， two or three IPOs are pros-
pected to occur soon. Moreover， some ex-
elec甘onicsplants have been converted to in-
house R&D laboratories or mother plants to de-
velop new technologies and products， where a 
large number of research engineers are em-
ployed. In fact， the number of research engi-
neers working in Ka wasaki is the second high-
est in J apan， 12，267 people in 2005， whereas the 
highest is in Tokyo， 21，815 people. Al though 
they appear to work solely for their companies， 
spin-o宜companiesinitiated by these research 
engineers have appeared. 
In response to these developments， Senshu 
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University,with one campus located in
Kawasaki City, started afive-year research pr0-
3ectwith a grantfromthe Ministry of Education
and Science and close relationships wi仙
Kawasaki municipal officials to make a proposal
for the development of the Kawasaki innovative
cluster. As part of the second year of research,
this study focuses on SMEs in Kawasaki City
and conducts a suⅣey and additional inteⅣiews.
What conditionswill be required for shaping
the Kawasaki innovation cluster? How can it be
realized? Althougha definitive answer cannot
be provided yet, it is important to acknowledge
that the various innovative participants such as
knowledge-based companies, high-tech start-ups,
research laboratories, universities, incubators,
and active local govemment are indispensable.
However, SMEs should not be ignored as par-
ticipants in the innovation cluster. Although
they seem to play no role in the development of
innovations, they are indispensablefor innova-
tive activities ; for instance, when high-tech
plants need highly precise equipment for prod-
uct development, and high-tech start-ups invent
such equipment, it will be the SMEs mat pro-
vide highly precise components for prototype
production. In summary, high-tech innovative
activities need support h･om the various kinds
of SMEs with advanced technological potential.
MoreoveII Kawasaki SMEs have another im-
portant role in the regional economy. It is
SMEs仇at generate jobs and incomes instead
of the declining manufacturing industries (Klby
1971, Storey 1994, Gavron et al 1998). Although
high-tech starhlpS are expected to generate
jobs wi血high wages and increase也e number
of jobswithin relatively short development peri-
ods, it is difficult to imagine a sufficient number
of start-ups emerging. It is therefore necessary
to rely on the grow血of existing SMEs as well
as the creation of new businesses for the re-
vival of the Kawasaki regional economy.
How will Kawasaki SMEs be able to develop
their businessfollowing the decline of large
manufacturing plants in the region? ′nlis is a
particularly important issue because Kawasaki
SMEs have conducted business and fわrged
technological competencies through close rela-
tionswith the large electronics and precision
machineIY plants. However, as mentioned
above, such plants have moved or closed, and
these close reladons have ended. As a result, a
large number of SMEs have closed during the
past decade as shown in Table 1.1. About 30
percent of all SMEs in manu血C山ring disap-
peared between 1994 and 2004, al仇ough the
Table1.1 Number of p一ants in 1994　and　2004　by employee size
(manufacturing)
Numberof Employees 售涛C#FEG7Vﾃｶ&觀WF'7&fFE&S｣ｦVVfR          
4-9 Cs涛C#S3rﾓ3b   
10-49 塔都csS##"ﾓ#B縒 
50-299 s3S3bﾓ#      
AllSMEs SCssS#s迭ﾓ3     
300-999 ﾓS       
1000- CS蔦cB   
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rate is much larger fbr五ms of over 300 em-
ployees. In a sense, it is the sumⅥng SMEs
仇at are也e respondent丘ms f♭r our suⅣey re-
search. How do these SMEs conduct their busi-
nesses?
From these points of view, this articlefocuses
on the potential of Kawasaki SMEs. Generally,
SMEs are employed as subcontractors and
SMEs must have technological potential in or-
der to get out of subcontracdng status. Do
Kawasaki SMEs have the abilityto progress
from subcontractor status and boost growth in
仇e Kawasaki regional economy也rough evolu-
tionary development? ′mis paper proceeds as
follows. Section 2wi11 provide an overview of
仇e business operations of Kawasaki SMEs, and
present two conditions fわr moⅥng beyond sub-
contractor sta仙s ; inventing in-house products
and enhancing bargaining power. Section 3 ex-
amines the competitiveness of Kawasaki SMEs
on the basis offour kinds of ability, and pre-
sents the concept of development-type SMEs.
Section 4 analyses the丘ndings of several re一
gressions f♭r Kawasaki SMEs. The s山dy in仇is
article is not confined solely to Kawasaki SMEs,
but ra山er is intended to shed light on SMEs
achieving evolutionaⅣ development in general
by the investigation of Kawasaki SMEs.
2. overview of Kawasaki SMEs
This section provides an oveⅣiew of the
business operations of Kawasaki SMEs. Ⅷe
questionnaire was sent to 2870丘ms by using
the company list held by the research company,
Teikoku Data Bank, on manufacturing and busi-
ness/information services in Kawasaki City.
1nese　firms include almost all of the main
firms established in Kawasaki, while small丘rms
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are excludedfrom the sample. Valid answers
were obtained from 570firms,around 20% of
仇e丘ms suⅣeyed. Table 2.1 shows也e compo-
sition of the respondent丘ms, which co汀e-
sponds approximately to仇e composition of all
免ms. 'merefore,血e丘ndings of our analysis
will be applicable tothe broader group ofall
Kawasaki SMEs. In particular, the main indus-
trial sectors that this research focuses on, kom
steel and primaⅣ metal products to precision
instmments, are adequately represented in our
s ample.
Table　2.2　shows the distribution of the re-
spondent丘ms according to employee scale.
About 90% of these丘rms have less than　300
employees and about 70% are small-sized丘ms
with less than 50 employees. 1もe de血ition of
SMEs adopted here is丘rms wim less仇an 300
employees, which is the Japanese criterion, al-
仇ough仇e EU de五mition is under 250 employ-
ees. Only nine firms are eliminated by using
the EU de丘nition.
nle　first question relates to how the
Kawasaki industrial district still remains. Al-
though SMEs depend也eir businesses on the
industrial district (Porter 1998), Kawasaki in-
dustrial district would have been dissolved as a
result of the decline of the manufacturing in-
dustries since也e early 1990S. If the industrial
district itself has disappeared, SEMs are de-
prived of仇e fわundation of仇eir businesses and
the possibilityof developing. 1nen, We asked
the geographical location in which Kawasaki
SMEs are selling and purchasi喝. Table　2.3
showsthat, currently, only 15% of manufactur-
ing sales and 25% of infomation/seⅣice sales,
and only 27% of manufacturing purchases and
200/. of information/service purchases of
Kawasaki SMEs occurwithin Kawasaki City. In
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Table 2. 1 Distribution of respondent firms by industrial sector
Ⅰndustrialsector W4Rﾆ6V蹤All五rms%     
Food 免ﾂ綯1146.0    
Textile 30.2      
Woodproducts 都縒241.3   
Paper&Alliedproducts 田紕361.9   
Printing&Publishing 釘絣904.7   
Chemicals r釘944.9     
Rubberproducts 絣110.6    
Non-metallicproducts 都縒432.2   
｢ ;steel&Primarymetalproducts l 2迭絣743.9… I    
I ミMetalproducts 鉄2縒I 24412.7; I   
l ;Machinery 涛bッ"縒l 37419.5:   
I :Electricalequlpment I rコR紕l 52527.4: l     
…Transportationequlpment I 紕492.6:. l      
:precisioninstruments l r澱紕804.2: l    
Others 途1548.0      
(Manufacturing) 鼎#"1915(100.0)      
ⅠnformationserVice 鉄2モR繧28329.6   
BusinessserVice bB30031.4      
ProfessionalserVice 鉄bィr繧34836.4   
Others "242.5    
(Ⅰnformation/service) Cｃ955(100.0)       
Totalnumber 鉄s2870   
(parenthesis is the number of firms with more than 300 employees)
Table 2. 2　Distriubution of respondent firms
Num.ofemployees 磐躔f7GW&匁rInfomation/service    
Num.offirms% 皮Vﾒ踐ffﾗ4    
1-9 cs3偵b5939.9   
10-49 CR4329.1     
50-299 田cR綯2516.9   
300- R149.5     
Unknown B縒74.7    
Total 鼎##148100.0      
Kawasaki City, the industrial district seems to
have declined in size.
However, it is undesirable to restrict the in-
dustrial district area under examination to only
those regions in Kawasaki City. Instead, we ex-
tend our sample area to include仙e east area of
Yokohama and也e west area of Tokyo, because
both are adjacent to Kawasaki City and substan-
tially integrated. If theseareasare grouped as
one region and called `greater Kawasaki',
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Table 2. 3　GeographicaHocation of sales and purchases
Sellingto 噺v6ｶ楓彦WG&友GVﾇ&W薮fW'6V2                 
Manufacturlng R繝#ゅC#2纉#B紊"繧  
Ⅰnfo/service B緜3#縱R緜        
Purchasing from  
Manufacturlng r縱#B緜RR        
Ⅰnfo/service #B經r經貳ﾂ        
Tab一e 2. 4　Percentage of firms engaged in each type of production (multiple answers)
MassSmall-10tSingleProto-typeProductSystemSoftware 
productproductproductproductdeVelopmentcontractingdeVelopment 
Manufacturing 纉cゅ3Cb纉C"纉偵s2"      
Ⅰnfo/service 纉r#b纉#"紊#b#綯         
Table 2. 5　Distribution of bargalnlng POSitions
Sub-RelatedPartnerPartnerPartner 埜Vﾂｲ   
contractorcompanybutweakandequalandstrong G&r   
Manufacturlng 鼎B22經B繝#繧35.6       
ⅠnfoserVice b經b2纉ゅ3r紕35.7       
Kawasaki SMEs realize 440/. of manufacturing
and 56% of infomation/seⅣice sales, and 52%
of manufacturing and 440/. of information/serv-
ice purchases in仇is region. In血is sense,血e
Kawasaki industrial district still operates pri-
marily ln `greater Kawasaki', in which about
50% of their business is generated.
′me second question is how Kawasaki SMEs
operate as a supporting industry, which in-
cludes not only parts and components produc-
tion but also prototype production and under
taking product development for the large manu-
facturing plants. Generally, the level of proto-
type production is a good measure of the tech-
nological potential of SMEs. Table 2.4 shows
the percentage of Kawasaki SMEs仇at are en一
gaged in varioustypes of production ; 50-70%
of them are working in producing smallllot and
single-component products, probably as subcon-
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tractors, about　400/o are producing prototype
products, and about 20% are engaged in prod-
uct development. Althoughthesefigures do not
reveal the size of each business, Kawasaki
SMEs engage in prototype production to a suffi-
cient level to be classi丘ed as a high-level sup-
porting industry. In contrast, about　25%　of
SMEs in the information/service sector are en-
gaged in system contracting and software de-
velopm e nt.
The third issue relates to the SMEs'status.
Generally, SMEs are likely to face the disadvan-
tage of lower profits because their business is
conducted on a subcontractor basis. TYlerefore,
it has been important for SMEs to consider
how仇ey can operate their business other than
on a subcontracting basis. The answer is to pro-
duce in-house products and enhance their bar-
gaining position. How are Kawasaki SMEs tack
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Table 2. 6　Bargaining position by empJoyee size (alf sectors)
Employeesize V"ﾖ6E&VﾆFVEvVｴWVG&tW3R憧           
1-9 鼎偵3紊"R經#縱3r       
10-49 鼎2"纉B經ゅ#經3偵R      
50-99 鼎"r繝#b縱2C         
100-299 #R#"經#"經#R        
300- R繝#偵b#"緜b經#偵      
Total 鼎2R縱Bb繝#3b繧       
Table 2. 7　Distriburion of the ratio of in-house products
0%0-10%10-20%20-30%30-40%40-50%50%～ 
Manufacturing "緜Bb縱R縱R紊23"      
Ⅰnfo/service 2ゅr繝2紊縱b3偵r       
ling this challenge?
Table 2.5 shows the bargaining position of
Kawasaki SMEs in relation to血eir largest cus-
tomer. ¶ley are Separated into three groups ;
subcontractor, related company and partner.
Subcontractors are necessarily in a weak bar
gaining position, related companies have no
bargaining power by de丘nition, and partners
are also divided into three groups in tens of
仇eir bargaining position ;weak, equal and
strong. As shown in Table　2.5, 35-45%　of
Kawasaki SMEs in both manufacturing and in-
formation/service are subcontractors, with very
few related companies. Of the remaining SMEs,
about 500/o are operating as partners, of which
about 20% consider their bargaining position to
be strong, 15% consider it to be equal and 13%
consider it to be weak. nlerefore, 35% of SMEs
hold bargaining power as仇e result of ei仇er
equal or strong positions. Table 2.6 shows仇e
distribution of bargalnlng positions according to
employee size f♭r all sectors. While仇e ratio of
subcontractors increases in the small-sized
SMEs wi血1ess than 100 employees,仇ey have
higher ratio of either equal or strong bargain-
ing positions血an血ose wi仇larger employees.
Table 2.7 shows the percentage of in-house
products in totalsales. As for manufacturing,
about 30% of SMEs have no in-house products,
however, about 30% do have in-house products
accounting for more than　500/. of their total
sales. nis pattem is similar for infomation/
seⅣice SMEs. Table 2.8 shows the distribution
of the ratio according to employee size f♭r all
sectors. Even the small-sized SMEs with less
血an 10 employees have an unexpectedly high
ratio of in-house products. Therefore, there is
no difference in the ratio of over 50% in-house
product丘rms until employee size is over 300
cmployees. However, in-house products　for
SMEs probably include仇e products provided
as OEM (original equipment manu血chrer)
contracting to their customers.
Tbe last issue is what relations there are be-
tween in-house products and bargaining posi-
tion. Is there a positive relation between them
as predicted? Table 2.9 shows veⅣ clearly仇e
correlation between in-house products and bar
gaining position ･,the higher the ratio of in-
house products, the stronger the bargaining po-
sition.While　70%　offirms with no in-house
productsare subcontractors, 60% of丘rmSwith
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Table 2. 8　Ratio of in-house products by employee size (aH sectors)
employeesize SﾓSﾓSSSX           
1-9 偵緜#"3b2     
10-49 2縱偵R繝3絣      
50-99 ゅ3r紊#縱3"綯    
100-299 紊B#ゅc3R縒     
300- 纉#2經#b經Cr   
total ゅcR縱#縱3B纈    
Tab一e 2. 9　Bargaining position by the ratio of in-house products (all sectors)
Ratioofin-house products V"ﾖ6E&VﾆFVEvVｴWVﾅ7G&r        
0% 都"縱B經r緜偵コ  
0-10% 鼎b紊"纉#2R纉綯     
10-50% 鼎BB紊ゅc#"縒      
50%～ 偵sB緜b紊#3ゅ"     
total 鼎2繝BB紊b紊#      
Table2. 10　Change in sales and profit
Sales from 2003 to 2005
ⅠncreaseConstantDecrease 
Manufacturing 鉄ゅcr經3B  
Ⅰnfo/service 鉄偵3偵r    
Final profit from 2003 to 2005
ⅠmproVedConstantWorsen 
Manufacturing r縱#ゅc32縒  
Ⅰnfo/service ゅr32纈    
in-house products representing over　50%　of
sales have either equal or strong bargaining
power. Needless to say, it is necessaIY tO have
special abilities to develop in-house products.
How do Kawasaki SMEs develop such compe-
tencies? This will be examined in the next sec-
tion.
Finally, as for the performance of Kawasaki
SMEs, Table 2.10 shows the change in sales
and profit from 2003 to 2005. ′mefigures repre-
sent血e percentage of五ms wi血an increase
(decrease) in sales, and a pro丘t improvement
(worsening). For sales, Kawasaki SMEs are di-
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vided into two groups ; increasing and decreas-
ing, and　for profit, they　are divided nearly
evenly into three groups, improved, constant,
and worsened. 1ne pro丘t data isgiven as the五一
nat pro丘t after tax, and the profit improved
(worsened) group is defined by the difference
in仇e rate of pro丘t per sale between 2003 and
2005 ; a positive (negative) value indicates pro丘t
improvement (worsening) even　仇ough bo仙
rates are negative values2).
Table　2.ll shows the relation between in-
house products and business state, and be-
tween bargaining positionand business state
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Table 2. 1 1 Relations between in-house products, bargaining po-
sition and firmsl performance (aHsectors)
Ⅰn-house ﾆW5&勇友庸W&唯         
product 末&V6VF儲&VF悶#B       
0% 鉄"紊3"C    
0-10% 鉄縱3RS縒    
10-50% 田偵2CR繧   
50%～ 鉄r經C纉Cr絣  
r-0.031r-0.292r-0.435 
Bargalnlng ﾆW5&勇友蒜W&唯         
position 末&V6VF儲&VF悶#B       
subcont 鉄B縱3"3r紕  
related 田B縱CS"纈   
weak 田B3r經S    
equal 鉄偵S3偵#SB  
strong 田3偵イゅB   
r-0.659r-0.636r-0.070 
for all SMEs. ¶lefigures representthe per-
centage of丘ms仙at achieved an increase in
salesand profit improvement from 2003 to 2005,
and positive profit in 2005. Thereare only two
cases mat have statistically signi丘cant relations,
between in-house products and sales increase,
between bargaining position and positive pro丘t
in 2005. In the two cases, howevell血e ratio of
sales increase is largest in thefirmSwith l0-
50% in-house products, and也e ratio of positive
pro丘t is largest in仇e丘ms wi仇equal bargain-
ing position. After all, it is difficult to see defi-
nite relations between丘rms'performanceand
2) While it is be仕er to use operating pro丘t to examine
business conditions, it is difficult to gather such data
on SMEs. Furthermore,there is a critical problem in
using the五nal pro丘t data. ′nlat is, SMEs血･equently
manipulate their丘nal pro丘t to be zero in order to
avoid a tax burden. In fact,the ratio of zeroIPrOfit
五rms is remarkably high;about 45% ofthemare zero-
proBt, another 45% are positive profitand the remain-
ing lO% are in deficit according to the 2005 data.
Giventhese limitations, we use data onthefinal profit.
in-house products, and betweenfirms'perform-
ance and bargaining position. nesefindings
will be examined in the丘nal section.
From our oveⅣiew of Kawasaki SMEs up to
here, the main points are asfollows.Whilethe
following points are mainly based onthe manu-
facturing SMEs, similar patterns exist for the
infomation/seⅣice SMEs.
1) Kawasaki SMEs in boththe manufacturing
and infbmation/seⅣice sectors have half of
血eir business in the region of `greater
Kawasaki' including eastem Yokohama and
westem Tbkyo,仇erefbre血e Kawasaki indus-
trial district seems to be survlVlng.
2) About 40% of Kawasaki SMEs in manufactur-
ingare engaged in the provision of prototype
products and 20% in product development, so
血ey seem to have仙e role of supporting indus-
tries not only fbr血e provision of parts and
components to the large manufacturing plants
but also for supporting the high-tech mother
plants and research laboratories.
jタ
3) About 40% are operating血eir business as a
subcontractor, and about 50% are operating as a
partnerwith strong (20%), equal (150/.), or weak
(15%) bargaining positions respectively. By sum-
ming up仇ose丘ms wi仇ei仇er equal or strong
bargaining power, around　35%　of Kawasaki
SMEs hold bargaining power.
4) About 30% have no in-house products on one
hand, about 30% have inJhouse products consti-
tuting over 50% of their total sales on仇e o血er.
Around 50% of Kawasaki SMEs have in-house
products constituting over lO% of total sales.
5) It is clear仇at仇ere is a positive relation be-
tween血e ratio of in-house products and bar-
galnlng position.
6) Kawasaki SMEs are divided into two groups,
increasing and decreasing sales, and into血ree
groups, improving, constant and worsening丘nal
pro点し
7) However, there is not necessarily a de丘nite
relation between丘ms'outcomes of sales and
pro丘t and producing in-house products and en-
hancing bargaining position.
8) Althoughit is predicted that SMEs could
evolve　血･om subcontractors by producing in-
house products and enhancing bargaining posi-
tions, such an evolutionaⅣ pa血does not lead
directly to profitability. Probably, additional fac-
tors other than in-house products will be neces-
sary for SMEs to develop. This is categorized
as the development-type SMEs, which is a main
theme investigated in仇is paper. Prior to也is,
however, the next question is how Kawasaki
SMEs gain the potential to develop their ownin-
house products.
3. Competitiveness of the Kawasaki
SMEs
It was confirmed that Kawasaki SMEs re-
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quire in-house products to move beyond sub-
contractor sta仙s. Needless to say, it is neces-
sary to have abilities to develop in-house prod-
ucts. How do Kawasaki SMEs develop such
abilities to achieve competitiveness?
To examine the Kawasaki SMEs'competitive-
ness, We developed questions about 12 factors
related to business advantage, described in the
left side column in Table 3.1. 'me answers were
as fわllows ; strong-5, moderately strong=4,
average - 3, moderately weak- 2, weak- 1, and
Table 3.1 shows the percentage offirms that
gave me `strong' or `moderately strong' an-
swers to each question.As for the manufactur-
ing SMEs, more than 50% replied that they
have an advantage in the 'just-in-time supplying',
'varietyand small-lot production', 'having good
customers' and `highly precise processing',
probably these factors mean the potentials as
subcontractor, and 'having core-technology'was
also tme for around 50% of丘ms, whereas an
advantage in the 'proposals/solutionsfor cus-
tomers'is important for the information/service
SMEs. In contrast, the丘ms血at have an ad-
vantage in the 'design of self-equipments', 'pos-
session of CAD/CAM and丘ne measuring in-
stmment'and `creation of new customers and
markets'represent less than 25% of血e sample.
Next, these 12 factors are categorized into
four abilities by applying factor analysis, as
shown in Table 3.2. ′me fわur groups are named
as follows ; 1) 'development ability', abilityin
new product design and development, to de-
velop proposals and solutionsfor customers, to
possess core technology, and to design self･
equipments ; 2) `sales/purchasing ability', hav
ing good customers, having good suppliers, and
abilityto create new customersand markets ;
3) 'processing ability', ability　to undertake
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Tab一e 3. 1 Advantage factors of Kawasaki SMEs
Advantage factors Manu facturing Info/services
Just-in-time supplying
Variety and smalHot production
Having good customers
Highly precise processing
Having core technology
Proposals/solutions for customers
Low prlCe Supplying
Having good suppliers
New product designing/development
Design of selトequipments
Posession of CAD/CAM and fine measuring instrument
Creation of new cusrtomers and markets
Table 3. 2　Four categories of competitiveness
DeVelopmentability ﾆW2W&66匁r&免宥Processingability V#､G&7F匁r&免宥              
Newproduct 陪f匁vvBHighlyprecise 肌W86v問ﾗF蒙R    
designing/development (0.829) W7FW'2縱processing(0.743) Wﾇ末誡繝#B          
Proposals/solutionsfor 陪f匁vvG7Wﾆ妨'2CAD/CAMandfine 犯&ﾄ6U7Wﾇ末誡          
customers(0.771) 茶縱c"measuringinstrument (653) 茶縱ｒ     
HaVingcoretechno1- &VF柳踐f觚v7W2ﾒVarietyandsmalllot     
Ogy 友W'6襷ﾖ&ｶWG2production     
(0.741) 茶縱32(0.638)   
Designofselfequip- ments(0.649)    
highly precise processing, to possess CAD/
CAM and丘ne measuring instrument, and to
produce variety and small-lot components ; and
4) 'subcontracting ability', ability to undertake
just-in-time supplying, and to undertake low-
pnce supplying.
Table 3.3 presents the average scores for
these fわur abilities ; in general and on average,
there is a relatively highscorefor subcontract-
ing and processing abilityin manufacturing
SMEs,and a relatively highscorefor develop-
mentand subcontracting abilityin information/
service SMEs. However, the precision instru-
ment and electronic equipment sectors have
relatively highscores for development ability,
whereas the transportation equipment sector
has a relatively high score in sales/purchasing
ability. ′me latter implies a close relationship
between customers and suppliers in the auto-
mobile industry. In contrast, a highscorefor
development ability in infbmation/seⅣice
SMEs indicates that they have an abilityto de-
velop proposals and solutions f♭r customers as
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.4 shows the average scores for the
four abilities according to employee size for all
sectors. 1nis shows that the four abilities, par-
ticularly development ability,are unrelated to
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Tab一e 3. 3　Competitive scores by industrial sectors
DeVelopmentSales/purchasingProcesslngSub-cont. 
abilityabilityabilityability 
Machinary c2c2紊2紊2     
Electronics 2紊c2經       
Automobile 2經c2緜32縱    
Precisionequlp 纉3232經      
Manufacturlng s2緜        
Ⅰnfo/service 紊32c232紊R    
Table 3. 4　Four abilities by employee size (a" sectors)
Employeesize 認UfVﾆﾖV蹙6ﾆW2W&66匁u&W76ﾆ誦7V"ﾖ6B        
abilityabilityabilityability 
1-9 S23232經     
10-49 ??32??紊?緜?
50-99 C2經22經      
100-299 ??s2??????
p-0.986p=0.000p=0.210p=0.099 
employee size except sales/purchasing ability.
Althoughthe latter score decreases forthe
small-sized SMEs, the largest score is in血e 50
-99 employee SMEs. In contrast, small-sized
SMEs can achieve血e same level of develop-
ment abilityas medium-sized SMEs.
′nle丘gures in Table 3.4 also imply mat even
the small-sized SMEs have levels of processing
and subcontracting abilitythat are sufficient for
SMEs to cope with customers'requests. Table
3.5 shows how Kawasaki SMEs copewith cus-
tomer丘rms'behavioursand requests, which
are described on the le氏. ne first column pre-
sents the percentage offirms facing the serious
influences from customers'behaviours and re-
quests,仇e second column presents the per
centage of丘rms able to cope, andthe third col-
umn presents血e probability of coping, de丘ned
as the ratio of the second column over the丘rst.
It is difficultfor SMEs to copewith customers'
behaviour such as 'purchasingfrom overseas',
`increasing overseas production' and `moving
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plants overseas'. Only one一也ird can cope wi仙
these factors, althoughthere are very few ex-
amples of血ese situations. In contrast, o仇er
demands of customers such as 'short supply
times', 'unit price cutting', 'improving quality',
and `improving production technology'∬e man-
aged very well by Kawasaki SMEs. 1もese de-
mands necessitate `processing ability'and `sub-
contracting ability', which are the basic condi-
tions for SMEs to survive as subcontractors,
and Kawasaki SMEs possess仇ese abilities as
shownin Tables　3.3　and　3.4. In addition,
Kawasaki SMEs can cope wellwith 'selection of
outsourcing'and `reductions in orders'and `im-
proving designing ability', which also demands
`processing'and `subcontracting'abilities.
Generally, SMEs are considered to be sub-
contractors, and desire to change their status.
However, SMEs have to achieve minimum con-
ditions to survive as a subcontractor, in particul
larprocessing and subcontracting ability, other-
wise theywill be unable to continue their busi-
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Tab一e 3. 5　Coping with customers■ behaviours and requests
(1) Facingthe
influences from
customers
(2) Ableto
COpe
(2)/(1)
Probability of
COplng
Short supply times
Unit price cutting
lmprovlng quality
Improving production technology
Selecting outsourcing
Reduction in orders
Obtaining ISOs
Increasing oevrse as production
Dealing through internet
lmprovlng designing ability
lncreaslng in-house production
Moving domestic plants overseas
Purchasing from overseas
Having the direct line for dealings
Using comm on components
Table 3. 6　Four abilities by the ratio of in-house products (aH sectors)
Ratioofin-house 認UfVﾆﾖV蹙6ﾆW2W&66匁u&W76ﾆ誦7V"ﾖ6B        
product &免宥&免宥&免宥&免宥     
0% 縱3"纉s2S2經   
0-10% C2#2紊c2縱    
10-50% ?紊?????緜?
50%～ 緜32S22紊2     
r-0.000r-0.004r-0.368r-0.005 
ness even as subcontractors. nis research con-
丘rms that Kawasaki SMEs are able to achieve
也ese conditions. Adding to　仇ese minimum
conditions, SMEs need血e potential to move
beyond being a subcontractor by developing
the abilityto produce in-house products and
sales/purchasing abilityto enhance their bar-
galnlng position.
Table 3.6 measures the fわur abilities accord-
ing to仇e ratio of in-house products. It is appar
ent that仇e higher仇e ratio of in-house prod-
ucts,血e larger仇e score of both developing
and sales/purchasing ability. In contrast, having
in-house products contradicts having subcon-
tracting ability. Furthermore, Table 3.7 shows
the measures of abilityaccording to bargaining
position. It is apparent that strong and equal
bargaining positions depend on both develop-
ment and sales/purchasing ability, and do not
depend on processing or subcontracting ability.
Development and sales/purchasing abilides
are critically important for SMEs to progress
beyond being a subcontractor. Such SMEs are
often called 'development-type'SMEs according
to two criteria. One is having development abil-
ityfor inventing new products, the other is hav-
ing in-house products greater than 10% in血eir
sales. It is possible to set the former criterion
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Tab一e 3. 7　Four abi一ities by bargaining position
BargalnlngpOSition 認UfVﾆﾖV蹙6ﾆW2W&66匁u&W76ﾆ誦7V"ﾖ6B        
abilityabilityabilityability 
Subcontractor 纉"纉S2緜2     
Relatedcompany 纉#2C2      
Weak ???????經?
Equal 緜#2經rr     
Strong 縱32經#2紊經   
r-0.000r-0.000r-0.245r-0.329 
Table 3. 8　Developmenトtype SMEs
Development-type 窒R 
Machinery "紕  
Electricalequip. 鼎縒  
Transportationequlp. "絣  
Precisioninstrument. 田R  
Manufacturing "紕  
Ⅰnfo/service 偵b  
as a score over 3.5 on `development ability', and
the la枕er criterion as a ratio of in-house prod-
ucts over 10%. Then, the percentage of
`development-type'firmS　among Kawasaki
SMEs is shown in Table　3.8. About　30%　of
SMEs are characterized as development-type in
the manufacturing sector, and about 400/o in the
information/service sectors). In particular, these
氏rms are primarily located in the precision in-
stmment and electronics sector, which is con-
sistent with their relatively high score fわr devel-
opment ability.
′me development-type SMEs are supposed to
achieve good business performance. Table 3.9
shows the percentage of both development-type
and non-development-type SMEs that achieved
sales grow也and pro丘t improvement血･om 2003
to 2005,final positive profit in 2005 and having
a strong bargaining position. ′me 5 percent sta-
tistically significant difference suggests that
development-type SMEs in manufacturing
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achieved better profitability, profit grow血and
positive pro丘t, and bargaining positions, but not
sales grow血. ′mis suggests也at developmenL
type SMEs, at least in manufacturing, pursue
not scale but pro乱In contrast, development-
type SMEs in the information/service sector
achieved higher sales growth but this did not
affect profitability.
Aspreviously shownin Table 2.ll, there is
no clear relation between in-house products and
3) It is reported as for the TAJMA cluster that deve1-
opment-type SEMs account for 65% in 164丘rmS (Ko-
dama 2003). TAMA cluster, locatedfrom Saitama pre-
fecture,via westernTokyo to Kanagawa prefecture,
large area as the upper Metropolitan area, is fomed
by the support of the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and lndustⅣ and也e member丘ms are selected by
the beginning. In addition,this does not necessarily
give a definite de丘nition of development ability. In
contrast, we de丘ne it as score over 3.5 on 'develop-
ment ability, which is confirmed by its score corre-
sponding wi仇血e ratio of in-house products血･om 10
to 50% in total sales as shown in Table 3.6.
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Table 3. 9　Performance of development-type SMEs
Manufacturing ﾆW6w&F&友w&F⑦蒜S"SﾇBﾅ2蹠7&微Db誚            
development-type 田R經SS偵3偵2    
N-development 鉄b32緜C2"     
(t-test) 湯紕3b紕｢｣b｢｣#r｢｢｢     
Infomation/service
deVelopmenトtype 田r經3C#r纈     
N-deV 鼎"紊#ゅイr"纈   
(t-test) R｣ﾓrR2        
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05, #:p<0.1
sales growth, Or between bargaining position
and pro丘t grow血. In contrast, such relations
can be seen in the development-type SMEs. It
is certainly tme that SMEs should have in-
house products and enhance仇eir bargaining
position to progress beyond subcontractor
sta仙s, however, such conditions themselves do
not necessarily assure the SMEs'development
in terms of sales grow仇and profit growth. It
seems to be the development-type SMEs that
actually achieve sales growth (information/serv-
ice) and profit growm (manufacturing).
In sho叶,仇ere are three categories of SMEs.
1nefirst is the group of subcontractors, who
have processing and subcontracting abilities to
copewith the requests from their customer
firms. nle Second group has moved beyond
subcontractor status by having in-house prod-
ucts and enhanced bargaining positions. ne
third group is development-type SMEs, who
progressed　血･om　仇e second group and
achieved good business performance in terms
of sales and pro丘t. These conjectures will be
confirmed by the formal regression in the final
section.
4. Technology and Pro丘tability
'mis studyaims to examine how Kawasaki
SMEs evolve　血･om subcontractor status. ′nle
丘ndings up to here could presume仇e path on
which Kawasaki SMEs progress ; the first step
is to have in-house products by inventing new
products, the second is to enhance仇e bargain-
ing position by increasing仇e number of in-
house products, and the third is to improve
pro丘t by strengthening bargaining power. While
the importance of the first and the second steps
is well recognized, it should be stressed that
achieving pro丘t is indispensable for the devel-
opment of SMEs because investment in tech-
nology and human resources depends on pro乱
In other words, as long as SMEs are restricted
to low or negligible profit, it is difficult to see
SMEs progressing on仇e development path.
Ourfinal investigation is to analyse several key
issues on the basis of regression analysis.
′mefirst question is how the potential of
Kawasaki SMEs is shaped. Both development
and sales/purchasing abilities were recognized
to be the most important factors if SMEs were
to progress beyond subcontractor status. 1nen,
the question is what elements affect such abili1
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Table 4. 1 Factors a付ecting the four abHies (all sectors)
Development Sales/purchasing Processlng Sub-cont.
ability ability ability ability
Dl (Deve-staff)
D2 (Sales-staff)
D3 (Business org)
D4 (University)
D5 (Public institution)
D6(Chamber of com)
D7 (Customer)
D8 (Supplier)
D9 (Bank)
DIO (business mee血g)
Employee size
COnS
0.618***
0. 145#
-0. 079
0.812*
0. 333
0. 474
-0. 055
-0. 012
0. 041
0. 072
-0. 063*
3.035***
Adj. R2 0. 173
N-374
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05, #:p<0.1
ties? Is it possible to五nd certain elements that
promote development and sales/purchasing
ability? In仙is research, it is possible to exam-
ine the effects of factors such as whether or not
firms have development staff and sales staff.
Generally, SMEs cannot a放)rd to employ devel-
opment staff and sales sta托althoughsuch em-
ployees are indispensable to the development of
new products and new customers. ′nlerefbre,
we predict血at SMEs that have these employ-
ees have an advantage in promoting develop-
ment and sales/purchasing ability. In addition,
this research examines the partners that
Kawasaki SMEs consult to resolve their busi-
ness problems and which partners are most
use血11 for problem solving ; universities, busi一
mess organizations, public research institutions,
and so on.
By using仇ese variables, we estimate regres-
sions f♭r the average score of fわur abilities. ¶le
results are shown in Table 4.1. Here,也e inde-
pendent variables　are the following dummy
variables ; Dl : having development staff, D2 :
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having sales s岨D3 : consulting with business
organizations, D4 : consulting wi仇universities,
D5 : consulting wi仇public research institutions,
D6 : consulting wi血chambers of commerce, D
7 : consulting wi仇customer丘ms, D8 : consult-
ing wi血suppliers, D9 : consulting with banks,
and DIO : consulting wi也business meetings.
¶le log-transfわrmed number of employees is
introduced as a control variable. Here,仇e re-
sults are shown for SMEs in all sectors. They
do not change if the manufacturing and infor-
mation/service sectorsare analysed separately.
It is clearly shownthat having development
staffpositively affects the enhancement of de-
velopment ability, and having sales staffalso
positively affects sales/purchasing ability. More-
over, it is con五med仇at consulting wi仇univer
sities is effective in enhancing development
ability, and consultingwith chambers of com-
merce, suppliers and banks is also effective in
enhancing sales/purchasing ability. In contrast,
there is no factor affecting processing and sub-
contracting ability. It is important to note that
*　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　* *　　　　　　　　　　*
*　　　　　　　　　　　*　　　　　*　　*　　　　　*　　*
5　4　0　0　9　1　6　7　1　6　6　5 6115003826465 20500430　0　6 001000002
***
4　78　43　30　68　47　8 020051264　0　5　3　1 1131412　0　1　0　2 0000000003
一　　　一　　　一　　　一　一　一　一
***
0　3　6　3　0　7　6　4　4　5　3　3 208258325　9 1012000000　6 000000
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Table 4. 2　Determinants of the ratio of in-house products
Manufacturing 薄詛6W'fR   
C1(Development) s｢｢｢1.558***     
C2(Sales/purchasing) c｢-0.755*     
C3(Processing) 蔦緜b｢｢｢0.312    
C4(Subcontracting) 蔦sb｢-0.336    
Employeesize SR-0.341*    
sumplenumbers. #r88   
Loglikelihood 蔦Csr-118.2   
PseudoR2 20.134     
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05,
consulting with universities on血e one hand,
and consulting wi血chambers of commerce,
suppliers and banks on仇e othell is valuable
for SMEs.While the effect of universities on
development abilityis predictable, the effects of
chambers of commerce, suppliers and banks on
sales/purchasing abilityimply thatthey　are
useful business partners thatwill provide SMEs
with valuable information for sales and pur-
chases.
¶le Second question is how血e evolutionaⅣ
pa仇of SMEs is con丘med. mis was shown as
the process of developing in-house products,
enhancing bargaining power and achieving
pro乱As the丘rst step, we con丘m the detemi-
nants of in-house products. ¶lis is achieved by
using an ordered logit regression f♭r the ratio
of in-house products (0% - 1, 0-10% -2, 10-
20%-3, 20-30%-4, 30-40%-5, 40-50%
- 6, over 500/0 - 7). Independent variables are
the four categories of ability, Cl (development
ability) , C2 (sales/purchasing ability) , C3 (proc-
essing ability), and C4 (subcontracting ability),
and employee size (log-transformation of the
number of employees) is added as a control
variable. ′me results are shown in Table 4.2.
As for the manufacturing SMEs, it is clearly
demonstrated that developing and sales/pun
chasing abilities positively affect in-house prod-
#:p<0.1
ucts on the one hand, but negatively affect
processing and subcontracting abilities on仇e
o仇er. While, as shown in Table 3.5, processing
and subcontracting abilities are indispensable
for SMEs to survive by copingwith customers'
requests, bo仇abilities do not lead to progres-
sion beyond subcontractor status. Instead, both
oppose the evolution of SMEs and lock them
into subcontractor sbtus. This means that
SMEs are divided into two groups ; one has de-
velopment and sales/purchasing abilities, while
仇e other has processing and subcontracting
abilities. Table 4.2 shows that也ere is a large
gap in the transition from the latter to the for-
mer. Furthermore, as predicted above, em-
ployee size has no effect on the ratio ofin-
house products. In contrast, for the information
/seⅣice SMEs, development ability has a posi-
tive effect as predicted, but sales/purchasing
abilityhas a negative effect, and processing and
subcontracting abilities have no effect.While
the negative effect of sales/purchasing abilityis
difficult to explain, the positive effect of devel-
opment ability is clearly con丘med.
TYle next Step is to confirm the determinants
of enhancing仇e bargaining position. ′mis is
conducted by using a logit regression f♭r bar
gaining position, and也e regression is classi丘ed
according to two categories ; the first is strong
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Table 4. 3　Determinants of bargainig position
Manufacturing F詛F柳糯6W'fR     
StrongStrong+Equal G&u7G&rｴWVﾂ      
Ⅰn-houseproduct C"｢｢｣3"｢｢｢0.300*0.230*      
Sales-staff 緜s張迭0.5821.069*     
Duration r-0.090*-0.036        
Dependence #20.0640.051        
Employeesize 蔦#BﾓCr-0.008-0.075      
coms 蔦23｢｢｢ﾓ"#r｢｢-2.183-1.686     
sumplenumbers. C33C2107107   
Loglikelihood 蔦S2ﾓ途繧-43.0-61.2     
PseudoR2 3##0.1670.128       
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05, #:p<0.1
position - 1, otherwise - 0 ; the second is strong
and equal positions - 1, otheIWise - 0. ′me inde-
pendent variables are血e ratio of in-house prod-
ucts, and也e fわllowing variables ; holding sales
staff&es-1, n0-0), duration of dealingwith
the largest customer (spot- 1, within one year
-2, within丘ve years=3, over丘ve years=4,
since foundation - 5 ; these scores are squared),
and也e degree of dependence on the largest
customer (de丘ned as仇e ratio of the sales to
this customer over total sales), and the log-
transformed number of employees. As seen
above, having sales staff is predicted to posi-
tively affect the bargaining position, and the de-
gree of dependence is predicted to negatively
affect the bargaining position, whereas the ef-
fect of duration is not necessarily predictable.
′me results are shown in Table 4.3.
It is clearly con丘med血at increasing也e
number of in-house products strengthens the
bargaining power. In addition, sales staff effec-
tively work to achieve strong bargalnlng pOSi-
tionsfor manufacturing SMEs and to achieve
qual bargaining positions for information/serv-
ice SMEs. For infomation/seⅣice SMEs, as
the bargaing duration becomes longer,仇ey
tend to lose strong bargaining position. It is
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also confirmed that employee size has no effect
on the bargaining position.
The last step is to examine也e deteminants
of profit. It has been determined that Kawasaki
SMEs can progress on the path of development
from subcontractor by means of in-house prod-
ucts and bargaining power. ′merefore, is it pos-
sible to confirm thefinal path on the basis of
improving profit? 1もis is conducted by using a
logit regression for the change in profit from
2003 to 2005 (improved-- 1, otherwise-0). In-
dependent variables are the ratio of in-house
products and bargaining position (strong- 1,
otherwise - 0). Related variables are introduced
such as仇e average rate of sales growth血･om
2003 to 2005, sectoral trend in the national level
value-added, and employee size. ′nlen, the pre-
sumption is也at increasing血e ratio of inJhouse
products and holding a strong bargaining posi-
tion positively affectsfinal proBt. Here the re-
gression is classi丘ed according to two catego-
ries ; the first is based on the above independ-
ent variables, the second adds a dummy vari-
able for development-type SMEs (development-
type - 1, otherwise - 0). 刀le results are shown
in Table 4.4.
The丘rst regression shows that bo也bargain-
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Table 4. 4　Final profit improvement
Manufacturing(1)Manufacturing(2) 薄詛6W'fR薄詛6W'fR       
BargalnlngpOSition 蔦#2ﾓ-0.248-0.322        
Ⅰn-houseproducts ｣b-0.038-0.024         
Salaesgrowth b｣"湯｢3.358#3.470#      
SectorialValue-added 都コ1.0991.180      
Employeesize #b｢｣3弔｢0.379*0.366*      
Development-type 縱sB｢-0.044   
coms 蔦繝s2｢｢｢ﾓ縱｢｢｢-2.005*車-1.966**     
sumplenumbers. SC33b103100   
Loglikelihood 蔦#ゅ蔦#R絣-55.4-54.5    
PseudoR2 Ssc0.08140.0811      
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05, #:p<0.1
ing positionand in-house products have no ef-
fect on profit for the manufacturingand infor
mation/service SMEs except for the positive
and weak effect of in-house products for the
manufacturing SMEs. ¶一e main effects on
profit are from sales growth and employee size,
in particularsales growth strongly affects profit
growth.While employee size has no effect on
bo血in-house products and bargaining position
as shownin Tables 4.2 and 4.3, profit is af-
fected by employee size, probably which is re-
lated with sales growth.Anyway, supposed de-
velopment pa血is intempted.
In contrast, the second regression shows that
development-type SMEs clearly have a positive
effect on profit in manufacturing SMEs, al-
thoughthey have no effect in the information/
service sector. Here, the effect of in-house prod-
ucts disappears, probably because it is ab-
sorbed by the effect of development-type SMEs
defined as having in-house products over l0%.
′mese results are important because,given the
effects of sales growm and employee size, it is
development-type SMEs that serve to improve
profit.Although　development-type SMEs in-
elude the effect of bargaining position as seen
in Table 3.9, bargaining position itself does not
lead to pro丘t grow血. ¶lis means that in addi-
tion to the bargaining position, which depends
on in-house products,仇ere must be another
factor for achieving profit, that is, development-
type SMEs.
Finally, we examine the factors affecting sales
grow血. Is sales growih achieved by increasing
in-house products? Table 4.5 shows the regres-
sion results fbr也e average rate of sales grow血
from 2003 to 2005. ′nle regreSSions are classi-
fied into two types ;the五rst is composed of in-
dependent variables such as仇e ratio of in-
house products, bargalnlng position, employee
size, and the sectoral trends in the national
level gross product, while the second regres-
sion adds the development-type SMEs.
¶le丘rst regression shows that sales growih
depends only on employee size in manufactur-
ing, and depends only on the sectoral trend in
the information/service sector. The latter result
is important because it correspondswith the
oveⅣiew of Kawasaki industⅣ as shown in Fig-
ure 1.1, where gross products in the informal
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Table4.5　Sales growth
Manufacturing(1)Manufacturing(2)Ⅰnfo/service(1)Ⅰnfo/service(2) 
Ⅰn-houseproducts ?????ふ??蔦???
BargainlngpOSition 蔦"ﾓ#C              
Sectoralgrossproduction S3Cs經｢｣緜3弔｢        
Employeesize B｣B｢ﾓbﾓ             
Development-type 3        
coms 蔦?????ﾓ??"ﾓ??R?
adj.R2 ????????"?
N-354N-336N-103N-100 
***:p<0.001, **:p<0.01, *:p<0.05, #:p<0.1
tion/service sector in Kawasaki City　have
grown at仇e same trend rate as the national
level. ′me second regression also shows that
development-type SMEs have no effect on sales
growth in both the manufacturing and informa-
tion / service sectors.While development-type
SMEs realize an improvement in pro丘t at least
in manufacturing, they do not affect sales
growth. In summary,there is no significant fac-
tor　仇at achieves sales growth without em-
ployee size and sectoral trend. Tbge也er wi仙
the resultsfor profit, this implies that informa-
tion/service SMEs in Kawasaki have no advan-
tage in sales and proBt. In other words, a1-
thoughold large electronics plants in Kawasaki
have converted to in-house research laborat0-
riesfocused on information technology, infor-
mation/seⅣice SMEs in Kawasaki have no in-
volvement in these activities.
According to　血ese regressions, in-house
products and bargaining position are con五med
to be indispensable conditions to progress血･om
subcontractor status. In addition, Kawasaki
SMEs have sufficient potential to develop in-
house products,and those that have in-house
products accounting for over 50% of total sales
account for 32% of manufacturing丘rms, 40% of
infomation/seⅣice sector丘ms, and也ose山at
have in-house products accounting for over lO%
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of total sales account for 530/o of manufacturing
免ms and　59%　of infomation/seⅣice sector
firms. Similarly, the firms that hold strong bar-
galnlng positions account for 210/o of manufac-
turing firms, 17% of information/service sector
免ms, and仙ose仇at hold strong or equal bar一
galnlng power account for 36% of manufacturing
丘rms and　360/o of information/service sector
firms. In summary, about 30-40% of Kawasaki
SMEs have the potential to progress beyond
subcontractor status.
However,仙is does not necessarily lead to
proAt growm. Apart from adding to the number
of in-house products and enhancing bargalnlng
position, another factor is needed for SMEs to
achieve profit growth, that is, development-type
SMEs. Althoughthe concept of development-
tyPe SMEs is composed of development ability
and in-house products, bo仇have to be inte-
gratedwithin development-type SMEs. ′men,
there are two steps in the evolutionary path for
SMEs ;血e丘rst is to progress血･om subcontrac-
tor by shaping血e potential to develop in-house
products, while the second step is to progress
towards a development-type SME.
It is necessaⅣ to examine仇e development-
type SMEs in more detail, but this remains for
future research. In particular, the management
of development-b,pe SMEs should beinvesti-
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gated because血e advantage of development-
type SMEs seems to lie in the managerial po-
tential as well as technological potential. For in-
stance, it is often pointed out that managers of
SMEs are not necessarily concemed about cost
control in their workshop, nor about total cost
control of purchasing and selling, So they are
likely to face increasing costand decreasing
pro丘t as operations increase in scale. In con-
trast, successful SMEs often make proposals to
their customers that improve operations, so
their orders of related components and inte-
grated componentswill prevent falling prices.
In addition, bargaining power depends not only
on their technological ability, but also on their
ability to use their technological advantage to
the bene丘t of their customers. Finally, the most
important abilityis to invent a new product suit-
able to the market conditions ; that is, market-
ing ability. 'nleSe abilities are based on the per-
sonal competence of　也e SMEs' managers.
Such managerial abilitywill be hired in the
large-scalefirms, but in SMEs it must be devel-
oped by existing managers. In仙is sense, it is
important to support SMEs not only in the ad-
vancement of technology but also in the ad-
vancement of managerial human resources.
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